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Micro-Engineered Heart Tissues On-Chip with Heterotypic
Cell Composition Display Self-Organization and Improved
Cardiac Function

Carla Cofiño-Fabres, Tom Boonen, José M. Rivera-Arbeláez, Minke Rijpkema,
Lisanne Blauw, Patrick C. N. Rensen, Verena Schwach, Marcelo C. Ribeiro,
and Robert Passier*

Advanced in vitro models that recapitulate the structural organization and
function of the human heart are highly needed for accurate disease modeling,
more predictable drug screening, and safety pharmacology.
Conventional 3D Engineered Heart Tissues (EHTs) lack heterotypic cell
complexity and culture under flow, whereas microfluidic Heart-on-Chip (HoC)
models in general lack the 3D configuration and accurate contractile readouts.
In this study, an innovative and user-friendly HoC model is developed to
overcome these limitations, by culturing human pluripotent stem cell
(hPSC)-derived cardiomyocytes (CMs), endothelial (ECs)- and smooth muscle
cells (SMCs), together with human cardiac fibroblasts (FBs), underflow,
leading to self-organized miniaturized micro-EHTs (μEHTs) with a CM-EC
interface reminiscent of the physiological capillary lining. μEHTs cultured
under flow display enhanced contractile performance and conduction velocity.
In addition, the presence of the EC layer altered drug responses in μEHT
contraction. This observation suggests a potential barrier-like function of ECs,
which may affect the availability of drugs to the CMs. These cardiac models
with increased physiological complexity, will pave the way to screen for
therapeutic targets and predict drug efficacy.
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1. Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases are the leading
cause of death worldwide. Traditional drug
discovery pipelines, mainly relying on ani-
mal models, might not be sufficiently pre-
dictive of toxic or (in)effective compounds
for the human body.[1] Predictive and ac-
curate human models are necessary to
study and identify new targets for cardiac
(patho-)physiologies and to screen for drug
cardiotoxicity.[2]

Human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs)
can be efficiently differentiated toward car-
diomyocytes (CMs)[3] and other cellular
subtypes of the human heart, such as fi-
broblasts (FBs),[4] endothelial cells (ECs)[5]

and smooth muscle cells (SMCs),[6] making
them a suitable source for high-throughput
applicability in drug discovery and disease
modeling in vitro.[7,8] However, the heart
is a complex 3D organ composed of multi-
ple cell types with the primary function to
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pump blood to the other organs. Evidently, single cells or 2D
monolayers do not fully recapitulate the complexity of the human
heart. Recent studies have demonstrated the compelling feasi-
bility of 3D cardiac organoids derived from hPSCs, that are par-
tially reminiscent of the developing human heart, based on struc-
ture, micro-environment, and developmental processes.[9–13] Al-
though these organoids do hold utility in developmental studies,
their application in disease modeling and drug discovery is cur-
rently rather limited for several reasons. The organoids exhibit an
inconsistent composition and developmental stage, along with
varying quantities and distribution of cardiac cell-types within
each organoid. Such substantial variability hampers their suit-
ability as a robust basis for assay development. More importantly,
these organoids lack the most pertinent cardiac readouts, includ-
ing contraction force and relaxation tension as they cannot be
consistently anchored to any form of force transducer. Obtaining
precise measurements of these parameters in absolute units is
imperative for an accurate representation of functional output in
prevalent cardiac pathologies, such as heart failure.

On the other hand, 3D cardiac models, such as engineered
heart tissues (EHTs), have been shown to facilitate the precise
evaluation of absolute contraction force and relaxation, and have
proven instrumental in the development and analysis of person-
alized models for cardiac diseases.[14] EHT platforms utilize sup-
portive flexible pillars, where CMs are wrapped around to form a
tissue, exerting a mechanical strain on the cardiac tissue, thereby
promoting maturation, based on their structural, functional, elec-
trophysiological and metabolic properties.[14–16] Functional pa-
rameters can be measured by tracking the displacement of these
pillars.[17] However, the existing platforms for EHTs primarily re-
quire a large number of cells to generate the tissue[14,18,19] and
lack the crucial element of fluid flow[20,21] (Table S1, Support-
ing Information). Fluid flow is essential to mimic the physio-
logical perfusion observed in the human heart. Some Heart-on-
Chip (HoC) models have attempted to address this limitation by
designing customized cellular microenvironments with precise
fluidic, mechanical and structural control.[22,23] However, most
of these HoCs models lack the crucial 3D tissue aspect and the
pillar-based technology needed for functional evaluation of car-
diac tissues.[24,25] Therefore, there is a need to develop an in vitro
3D cardiac model that incorporates pillars, enabling the measure-
ment of relevant cardiac readouts while being exposed to fluid
flow. This model would replicate the nutrient and oxygen supply,
removal of waste metabolites and CO2, and drug delivery mech-
anisms observed in the heart.

Furthermore, in vivo, it is not the CMs, but the ECs that are ex-
posed directly to flow, creating a functional separation between
the CMs and the soluble factors present in the blood. This in-
teraction plays a pivotal role in protection of CMs against fluidic
shear stress and facilitating the uptake of fatty acids into these
cells. CMs in the heart rely on fatty acids as the primary source
of more than 60% of their energy supply.[26] However, CMs alone
possess limited capacity to uptake a substantial amount of fatty
acids, leading to an immature metabolism in hPSC-CMs. To en-
sure efficient uptake of fatty acids, specific proteins such as GPI-
HBP1 and CD36, which are predominantly expressed in ECs, are
necessary.[26–31] Therefore, it is imperative to have an endothelial
layer in direct contact with CMs to promote the further matura-
tion of hPSC-CMs and accurately mimic the in vivo environment.

To replicate the vascular interface,[32,33] HoC models typi-
cally use ECs that are physically separated from the CMs by a
porous membrane or by predefined microchannels composed
of a biocompatible material.[34–36] These models fail to estab-
lish the essential direct physical cell-to-cell interaction, which
plays a critical role in fatty acid uptake, cellular communica-
tion, self-organization, and tissue morphogenesis.[37–41] Simi-
larly, HoC models featuring perfusable vascular networks are
based on spheroid cultures.[42,43] While they facilitate the direct
cell-cell crosstalk, they lack the mechanical load provided by the
EHT system, thus limiting functional readouts (Table S2, Sup-
porting Information).

Therefore, the field of cardiovascular disease calls for the
development of human cardiac models capable of providing
contraction force and relaxation readouts (EHTs) while cultured
in a microfluidic set-up, and exhibiting a cellular composition
and organization that closely resemble the in vivo conditions.
This advancement holds the potential to pave the way for more
accurate and clinically relevant cardiac disease modeling and
drug screening.

In the current study, we addressed the challenges described
above by generating a novel HoC model consisting of a mi-
crofluidic chip with four cell culture chambers which contain mi-
cropillars, resulting in the formation of functional micro-EHTs
(μEHTs). Notably, we demonstrated that introduction of flow is
beneficial to improve the contractile force of the μEHTs. Fur-
thermore, incorporation of the most abundant cardiac cell types,
CMs, FBs and ECs, and SMCs as supporting cells for the ECs,
in these μEHTs, significantly improved cardiac functionality. Im-
portantly, when subjected to fluid flow, the ECs exhibited a re-
markable spatial self-organization within the cardiac tissue. For
the first time, a dense EC monolayer around the CMs in the car-
diac tissue was formed, effectively separating them from the sur-
rounding medium and flow. The benefit of this EC barrier was
observed by a delayed drug response on the contraction of the
μEHTs. This highlights the relevance of ECs in these 3D cardiac
models for accurate study of disease and toxicity as well as for
better prediction of drug responses.

2. Results

2.1. Development of a Heart-On-Chip Platform

To achieve functional 3D cardiac tissues under fluidic flow, we
designed and constructed a microfluidic HoC system compris-
ing fluidic chambers containing flexible micropillars, enabling
the formation of 3D cardiac tissues within a fluidic path. How-
ever, as the fluidic chamber is closed on all four sides, cell seeding
can only be accomplished through the chip’s fluidic inlet. Conse-
quently, the 3D cardiac tissue would become attached to both the
inlet and the pillars, leading to significant alterations in tissue
arrangement and force distribution. This would result in highly
variable outputs during contraction and relaxation. To address
this challenge, we engineered a novel microfluidic HoC design
featuring microfluidic burst valves positioned at the entrance and
exit of each chamber. These valves effectively confine the localiza-
tion of the cell suspension exclusively to the interior of the cham-
bers (Figure 1A,B). Given that the production of hPSC-derived
cardiac cells remains laborious and time-consuming, we minia-
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Figure 1. HoC model for μEHT generation. A) Top rendered view of the HoC bonded onto glass. B) Top view representation of the chip. Four EHT
chambers of 6 mm long and 1 mm wide are flanked by a top and bottom resistance (400 and 200 μm, respectively). Each chamber contains two PDMS
pillars separated by 3 mm. C) Side view representation of the chip depicting the width and length of the pillar (200 μm and 1 mm, respectively). D) Seeding
procedure. First, the chip is coated with Pluronic-F127 for 20 min (1). After its removal, the cell-gel mixture is loaded and left only in the EHT chambers
(2). After 10 min of cross-linking of the gel, fresh medium is added in all channels (3). E) Bead quantification shows a homogeneous distribution in
each EHT chamber (n = 4 chips with 3 measures per chip). F) Individual contraction forces of each μEHT (bar) per chip (1,2,3) depicting no intra-chip
variability. Tissues at day 10 cultured using a rocking platform. Forces determined under 1.5 Hz electrical stimulation. (n = 3 chips with 4 measures
(tissues) per chip). E-F: One-way ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc analysis per chip; mean ± S.E.M. Ch = chamber; T = tissue; ns = not significant.

turized the chamber size (Figure 1B,C) and introduced four par-
allel chambers that can be seeded simultaneously. This approach
not only reduces cell numbers but also minimizes dead volume
per experiment, while enabling the formation and cultivation of
four replicates under identical conditions with minimal handling
required (Figure 1D, Video S1, Supporting Information). Further-
more, to prevent cell adhesion to the chip walls, which could com-
promise the integrity of the 3D tissue, we coated the PDMS with
Pluronic-F127, rendering the PDMS surface non-cell adhesive.

Importantly, when the PDMS HoC was bonded to a micro-
scope slide, a 10 μm gap was left between the tip of the pillar
and the glass slide (Figure 1C). Because of this gap and the flexi-
ble nature of the PDMS, the μEHTs were able to bend the pillars.
This deflection could be measured on an inverted microscope,
to gain insight into the contractile properties of the μEHTs, us-
ing software that we previously developed.[17] Calcium kinetics
or electrophysiological parameters can also be measured using
dye-based quantification due to the close proximity of the μEHTs
with an inverted microscope. Moreover, the PDMS can be peeled
off the microscope slide, easily recovering the tissues for further
analysis (such as RNA sequencing).

In order to guarantee that each chamber has the same volume
of medium passing through, we perfused it with medium with
microspheres of 10 μm. We observed no differences in particle
distribution between the different chambers, indicating that the
number of beads that each chamber receives is similar and that
intra-chip variability is low (Figure 1E). To further validate these
results, force of contraction of tissues from one chip was com-
pared. We hypothesized that if the μEHTs would receive different

nutrients from the medium, or the cell seeding procedure would
affect the distribution of cells per chamber, differences in tissue
performance would be observed. In accordance with the previous
experiment, all four tissues, from one chip, performed similarly
(Figure 1F). Therefore, we concluded that this innovative HoC
design enables the accurate formation of μEHTs with minimal
intra-chip variability.

2.2. Force of Contraction in μEHTs is Influenced by Cell Seeding
Density and Culture Conditions under

Optimal tissue formation was assessed functionally and morpho-
logically by adjusting the cell seeding density. Tissues were made
by mixing human embryonic stem cell (hESC)-derived CMs and
human adult cardiac-FBs as supporting cells. The ratio of CM:FB
for μEHT formation was 10:1, based on previous findings.[44]

Cells were mixed at different seeding concentrations (5.6 × 103,
11.2 × 103, or 22.3 × 103 cells μL−1), which resulted in 25 × 103

(25 K), 50× 103 (50 K), or 100× 103 (100 K) cells per tissue, respec-
tively. The tissues were followed over a time course of 15 days,
measuring their contraction force and kinetics at day 6, 10, and
15 (Figure 2A). One day after seeding, compacted tissues formed
and anchored to the two flexible pillars (Figure S1C, Support-
ing Information). Spontaneous beating was observed after 3–4
days in all tissue densities. Tissue thickness increased upon in-
creasing cell density and remained stable within the same con-
dition after day 10, except tissues with the lowest cell number,
which broke after day 10 (Figure 2B,C). In addition, cell num-
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Figure 2. Force of contraction is influenced by cell seeding density and non-static culture conditions in μEHTs. A) Schematic overview of the set-up. The
μEHTs are made with 90% of lactate-purified hESC-cardiomyocytes (CMs) and 10% of human adult cardiac fibroblasts (FBs) with different cell densities
(t = tissue). μEHTs are monitored for fifteen days after their formation. B) Bright field image of μEHTs seeded with 25 × 103 (25 K), 50 × 103 (50 K) or
100 × 103 (100 K) cells per tissue. Scale = 500 μm. C) Thickness of μEHTs seeded with 25, 50, or 100 K cells per tissue at day 6 (D6), day 10 (D10) and
day 15 (D15) (n = 6–14 tissues) † = tissues broken. D) Force of contraction measurements at day 6 (D6), 10 (D10), and 15 (D15) of tissue formation.
μEHTs were electrically paced at 1.5 Hz during measurement. Note 25 K μEHTs are not shown due to rupture. Data available in Figure S1 (Supporting
Information). Higher force of contraction was achieved with 50K cells per tissue at day 10 and 15 (n = 10–14 tissues, from 3 batches). E) Resting tension
of the 50 and 100 K μEHTs at day 15, from figure D (n = 10–14 tissues, from 3 batches). F,G) Representative alpha-actinin (ACTN2) immunostaining
of 50 (F) and 100 K (G) μEHTs at day 15 of culture. Differences were observed in ACTN2 distribution between the two seeding conditions. Scale bars:
100 (left), 10 (F right), and 20 μm (G right). H) Representative cardiac troponin T (cTnT) and connexin-43 (CX43) immunostaining of 50K μEHTs at day
15 of formation. Scale bar = 50 μm. I) Representative fluorescent image of cardiac troponin T (cTnT) and myosin light chain 2 (MYL2) in 50K μEHTs.
Scale bar = 10 μm. J) Force of contraction at day 15 of 50 K μEHTs cultured in static, in a rocker platform, or in a pump system with 75 μL h−1 flow rate.
Tissues were electrically paced at 1.5 Hz (n = 11–12 tissues, from 4 batches). K) Frequency of un-paced tissues in response to 1 μm isoproterenol in 50K
tissues. Frequency increased upon addition of the drug compared to control (0 μm). L) Contraction force of tissues treated with 0 or 1 μm isoproterenol
in 50 K μEHTs. Tissues were electrically paced at 2 Hz. In all experiments, except 2J (static and pump), μEHTs were cultured on a rocker platform. C,D:
Two-way ANOVA; E, J: One-way ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc analysis; K-L: unpaired t-test analysis (n = 9 tissues, from 4 CM batches). Data presented
as means ± SEM. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, #p < 0.0001.
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ber per tissue also affected contraction performance under elec-
trically paced conditions. A lower cell number (25 K) translated
to significantly lower contraction forces at all time points ana-
lyzed (Figure S1D, Supporting Information). Surprisingly, best
contraction forces were achieved when the cell number per tis-
sue was intermediate (50 K), as shown by a significant increase
of contraction force at day 10, which remained stable at day 15,
when compared to lower (25 K) and higher (100 K) numbers
(Figure 2D; Figure S1D, Supporting Information). More specifi-
cally, the higher contraction forces in the intermediate group also
corresponded to an elevated resting tension generated by these
tissues when compared to tissues seeded with the higher cell den-
sity (Figure 2E; Figure S1E, Supporting Information). Similarly,
myofibrils in 100 K cells tissues appeared to be more rounded
in the inside of the tissue while better myofibril distribution and
stretching was observed when tissues were made with 50 K cells
(Figure 2F,G). On the other hand, tissues generated with lower
seeding densities (25 K) were too thin to maintain their integrity
for more than 10 days. For that reason, the follow-up experiments
were performed with the optimized amount of 50 K cells per
μEHT. Further morphological analysis with confocal microscopy
on the optimized density tissues revealed expression of matura-
tion markers such as Connexin-43 (Cx43) and Myosin light chain
2 (MYL2) (Figure 2H,I).

To investigate whether the incorporation of more physiologi-
cal dynamics would enhance the output of the 3D cardiac tissue,
we compared the effect of fluid flow within the chip. Interest-
ingly, contractile performance was improved when tissues were
cultured under flow, either in a rocking system (36% increase)
or connected to a pump (37% increase) when compared to static
conditions (Figure 2J), highlighting the need for flow as a better
representation of in vivo conditions. Of note, the fluid flow ap-
plied to the culture chamber exerts a minimal shear stress on the
tissue, being approximately at least 104 times less than the shear
stress the ECs experience in vivo.[45] Finally, we assessed the tis-
sue response to inotropic agent isoproterenol (𝛽-adrenergic stim-
ulation) to assess the suitability of the chip for drug testing. As
expected, tissues responded by increasing both the frequency of
spontaneous beating (Figure 2K) and by exerting a higher con-
traction force (Figure 2L, 18% increase).

2.3. Specific Cardiomyocyte to Non-Cardiomyocyte Cell
Composition and Cell Ratio is Essential for Cardiomyocyte
Function and Self-Organization

2.3.1. Optimization of EC Culture in 3D

Non-CM cell-types have demonstrated a significant impact in
vitro to effectively drive maturation of early fetal CMs during
heart development,[37] but also to support and ensure proper car-
diac function of the heart. In particular, ECs have been shown to
play an essential role in maintaining heart function, while mural
cells (pericytes and SMCs) are fundamental for EC organization
and stability.[46,47] Hence, to mimic non-CM interactions in our
HoC model we incorporated hPSC-derived ECs and SMCs. In
our HoC model, the CMs are cultured in an optimized serum-
free cardiac medium to enhance their performance.[16,48] How-

ever, non-CMs are commonly cultured in cell type-specific com-
mercial media containing serum, or in basic maintenance media,
such as the differentiation media (BPEL, used for generating the
different cell types.[4,49,50] In light of this, our first objective was
on establishing optimal culture conditions for the maintenance
and growth of non-CMs (FBs, ECs, and SMCs) in our defined CM
serum-free medium. For that, we cultured FBs, ECs, and SMCs
only with our medium supplemented with fibroblast growth fac-
tor (FGF) and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and
tested ECs’ angiogenic potential and integrity in 3D fibrin gels
for a period of seven days in culture (Figure S2I, Supporting In-
formation). Consistent with previous findings,[47] ECs cultured
alone connected with each other, but did not form tube-like struc-
tures, the network formed was thin and poor in integrity. When
FBs or SMCs were added to ECs in a ratio of 1:2.5 or 1:5, respec-
tively, branched and robust networks formed. When both FBs
and SMCs were cultured with ECs, the resultant networks were
more structured and stable over time. Moreover, both FBs and
SMCs were found in close proximity to the formed capillary-like
structures (Figure S2I, Supporting Information), which is a bet-
ter representation on the in vivo tissue organization.[51] There-
fore, the combination of these three non-CM types was chosen
for further experiments.

2.3.2. Optimization of 3D Cardiac Tissue Composition

Next, to determine the optimal multicellular composition for the
formation of the 3D cardiac tissues, we generated heterotypic
μEHTs composed of CMs, FBs, SMCs and ECs (hereafter called
CFSE-μEHTs) with varying ratios (Figure 3A). In total, four ratios
of CM:FB:SMC:EC were examined: 1) 25CM:19FB:9SMC:47EC,
2) 50CM:12FB:6SMC:32EC, 3) 60CM:10FB:5SMC:25EC, and 4)
70CM:7FB:4SMC:19EC (referred to as 25/75, 50/50, 60/40 or
70/30 (CM:non-CM), respectively) (See Experimental Section,
Table 1). Based on morphological analysis (Figure 3B), we found
that the ratio of CMs is crucial for their continuous connectiv-
ity throughout the tissue, as lower CM:non-CM ratios (25/75
and 50/50) resulted in clusters of CMs isolated by non-CM cells.
Ratios of 60/40 and 70/30 resulted in proper CM connectiv-
ity, characterized by continuous sarcomeric structures through-
out the μEHT and, as expected, in higher contraction forces
(Figure 3C).

However, at the highest CM ratio (70/30), the EC represen-
tation was poor, as observed by discontinuous islands of VE-
Cadherin positive cells (Figure 3D). Similar to the EC repre-
sentation at higher CM ratios, the presence of FBs also de-
creased with increasing CM contribution (Figure S3A, Support-
ing Information). As previously observed in fibrin gels, FBs and
SMCs colocalized with the ECs (Figure 3E; Figure S3B, Sup-
porting Information). Interestingly, in addition to the presence
of FBs in close proximity to ECs, they also appeared to estab-
lish connections with clusters of ECs (Figure 3E). Connexin 43
(Cx-43) was also expressed across the various cell types, indi-
cating potential interconnections between CMs and FBs, ECs
and FBs, and CMs with CMs (Figure 3F; Figure S3C,D, Sup-
porting Information). Immunohistochemical analysis of con-
trol CF-μEHTs further revealed possible Cx-43 mediated connec-
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Table 1. Percentage of cells used for cell ratio optimization.

Ratio CM:nCM %CM %FB %SMC %EC

25/75 25 19 9 47

50/50 50 12 6 32

60/40 60 10 5 25

70/30 70 7 4 19

tions between CMs and FBs (Figure 3G; Figure S3E, Supporting
Information).

2.3.3. ECs Self-Organize around the 3D Cardiac Tissue Underflow

Remarkably, in ratios of 60/40 and below, the majority of ECs ex-
hibited a striking self-organization in the μEHT, forming a con-
tinuous and enveloping monolayer around the cardiac tissue un-
der the influence of fluid flow conditions, thus closely resem-
bling an in vivo-like EC-CM interface (Figure 3H,I; and Video
S2, Supporting Information). Moreover, ECs formed networks in
close contact with CMs throughout the tissues (Figure 3F; Figure
S3F,G, Supporting Information). Complete EC coverage was con-
sistently observed with a success rate of 76% (Figure 3J,K). This
was successfully replicated when using and alternative hiPSC-EC
line (Figure S3H, Supporting Information). Due to the role of the
SMCs in maintaining EC integrity, we investigated their effect in
the heterotypic μEHTs, which were formed with a ratio of 60/40
CM:non-CM. We quantified the coverage of the EC layer formed
around the tissue in the presence or absence of SMCs. Notably,
the absence of SMC resulted in a significant decrease in EC cov-
erage, confirming their role in EC stability (Figure 3L,M). Next,
we assessed the potential barrier-like function of the EC layer
by measuring its permeability when exposed to Dextran 40 kDa.
Interestingly, CFSE-μEHTs exhibited a lower permeability com-
pared to CF-μEHTs (Figure S3I,J, Supporting Information), pro-
viding further confirmation of the shielding effect exerted by the
EC layer on the tissue. Therefore, the optimal ratio of 60/40 CM
to non-CM distribution was chosen for further characterization
as it retained both CM connectivity and function as well as non-
CM self-organization and distribution, which is consistent with
what is observed in vivo.[52]

2.4. Transcriptomic Analysis Reveals Molecular Crosstalk
between CMs and ECs in CFSE μEHTs

To assess the effect of the ECs and SMCs on the culture on
a transcriptomic level, we performed bulk RNA sequencing
of CFSE-μEHTs and compared them to μEHTs consisting of
only CMs and FBs (CF-μEHTs) (Figure 4). Principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) and heatmaps of global gene expression
illustrated a clear separation of the transcriptomes of the CF-
and CFSE-μEHTs (Figure 4A; Figure S4A, Supporting Informa-
tion). Differential expression analysis of CFSE- versus CF-μEHTs
revealed 1164 differentially expressed genes (DEGs), of which
922 were upregulated and 242 were downregulated (log2 fold
change > 0.5 and false discovery rate (FDR)-corrected P < 0.05,
Figure 4B; and Data S1, Supporting Information). Gene ontol-
ogy (GO) analysis of the up- and down-regulated genes further
confirmed these observations and revealed activation of path-
ways associated with extracellular matrix (ECM) organization,
regulation of angiogenesis and vasculogenesis, endothelium de-
velopment, heart valve development, and muscle tissue devel-
opment (Figure 4C). Specifically, increased expression of genes
involved in ECM organization and remodeling (several metal-
loproteinases (MMP2, MMP16, MMP9), collagens (COL12A1,
COL5A1, COL1A1, COL3A1, COL1A3) and integrins (ITGA5);
Figure 4D; Figure S4B, Supporting Information) were observed.
Moreover, cardiac endothelial-specific genes, such as ligand-
receptor genes present in either the CMs or the ECs (NOS3,
EDN1, NRG1, APLN-APLNR, FSTL1-DIP2A, JAG1-NOTCH2),
EC genes involved in heart development[53] (ENG, RAMP2,
ANKRD1, and DCHS1) and endocardial genes (NPR3, HAPLN1,
PLVAP, SPRX, FHL1, and HEY2) were upregulated in CFSE-
μEHTs (Figure 4E; Figure S4C,D, Supporting Information). Ex-
pression of genes involved in adherent and tight junction for-
mation (CDH5, CLDN5, PTPRB, TJP1/2, and ESAM) were also
upregulated in CFSE-μEHTs (Figure S4E, Supporting Informa-
tion), supporting the possible role of the ECs in forming a
tightly connected layer of cells around the tissue. Moreover,
SMC marker genes (ACTA2, TALGN) and EC-SMC crosstalk-
related genes (S1PR1-TIMP2, ANGPT1-TEK, and EFNB2) were
also differentially expressed in CFSE-μEHTs (Figure S4F, Sup-
porting Information). Interestingly, changes in the expression of
genes associated with metabolic processes were observed, such

Figure 3. Specific cardiomyocyte to non-cardiomyocyte cell ratio is essential for cardiomyocyte function and tissue self-organization. A) Schematic
overview of the set-up with CFSE-μEHTs, containing hESC-CMs, human adult cardiac FBs, hESC-cardiac SMCs and hiPSC-ECs in different ratios. Read-
outs are obtained ten days after tissue formation. B) Representative confocal images of μEHTs made with different percentages of CMs and non-CMs
(nCMs) depicting CM organization throughout the tissue, as shown in red (ACTN2). C) Force of contraction of μEHTs made with different percentages
of CMs-nCMs. One-way ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc analysis (n = 6–23 tissues, from 3 batches). D) Representative confocal images of μEHTs made with
different percentages of CMs:nCMs showing EC (yellow, VE-cadherin) organization throughout the tissue. B and C, scale bar = 50 μm. E) Representative
vimentin (red, VIM) and VE-cadherin (yellow) immunostaining of a middle section of a CFSE-μEHT made with 60% CMs+40% nCMs. Scale bar = 10 μm.
F) Representative alpha-actinin (green, ACTN2), VE-cadherin (yellow) and connexin-43 (red, CX43) immunostaining of a 60% CMs+40% nCMs CFSE-
μEHT. White arrow indicates a possible CM-FB interaction; Grey arrow indicates EC-expressing Cx43; Brown arrow indicates possible FB-EC interaction.
Scale bar = 10 μm. G) Representative alpha-actinin (green, ACTN2) and connexin-43 (red, CX43) immunostaining of two CF-μEHTs (top and bottom).
Scale bar = 10 μm. H) Representative confocal image of a full CFSE-μEHT made of 60% CMs+40% nCMs. ECs (yellow) forming a covering layer around
the CMs (cTnT, red). Scale bar = 100 μm. I) Representative orthogonal confocal image of a CFSE-μEHT made of 60% CMs+40% nCMs showing CMs
(red, ACTN2) and ECs (yellow, VE-cadherin). Images displaying xyz (i), xy(ii) and yz cross sectional perspectives (iii). Scale bar (for i, ii and iii) = 50 μm. J)
Representative masks of VE-cadherin stained CFSE-μEHT used to quantify EC coverage around the EHTs. Full, Half, None refer to the degree of coverage.
Scale bar = 20 μm. K) Quantification of EC coverage around the tissue based on the VE-cadherin masks from 21 CFSE-μEHTs as indicated in G. L)
Representative masks of VE-cadherin stained μEHTs used to quantify the EC coverage in CFSE and CFE μEHTs. Scale bar = 50 μm. M) Quantification of
EC-coverage in CFE- compared to CFSE-μEHTs. Data normalized per batch of tissues. Unpaired t-test (n = 9–11 tissues, from 3 batches). See also Figures
S2 and S3 (Supporting Information). All tissues were cultured using a rocking platform. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.005.
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Figure 4. Transcriptional profile of CF- and CFSE-μEHTs. A) PCA plot of the two conditions (CF- and CFSE-μEHTs). B) Volcano plot representation of the
up (blue, log2 fold change (LFC) > 1) and down (red, LFC <1) regulated genes in CFSE- compared to CF-μEHTs (false discovery rate (FDR) <0.05). C)
GO terms upregulated in CFSE-μEHTs versus CF. D) Summarized heatmap representation of ECM-related genes based on the GO term “Extracellular
matrix organization”. E) GO-chord representation of three GO terms upregulated CFSE-μEHTs, showing the connection of genes from different GO
categories. F) Expression values from selected genes in CF- and CFSE-μEHTs (Means ± SD, One-way ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc analysis, * p < 0.05;
# p < 0.01; ¥ p < 0.001). See also Figure S4 (Supporting Information).

as downregulation of the glucose transporters SLC2A2 (GLUT2)
and SLC2A4 (GLUT4) and hexokinase 1 (HK1) as well as up-
regulation of fatty acid related genes (such as CD36, CPT1B,
CPT2, ACADVL, and ACAT1), suggesting that additional cell
types in the μEHTs promoted a switch toward a 𝛽-oxidative
metabolism (Figure 4F; Figure S4G, Supporting Information).
Importantly, one of the most essential pathways of crosstalk be-

tween CMs and ECs regarding fatty acid uptake and transport
involves the expression of LPL by CMs as well as expression of
GPIHBP1, CD36, and LIPG by the ECs,[26–28] which were all in-
creased in CFSE-μEHTs (Figure 4F). Of note, the presence of ECs
and SMCs did not change the expression levels of cardiac sar-
comeric or calcium-handling genes (Figure S4H,I, Supporting
Information).

Adv. Healthcare Mater. 2024, 2303664 2303664 (8 of 17) © 2024 The Authors. Advanced Healthcare Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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2.5. Presence of SMCs and ECs Improves Contractile
Performance of μEHTs

We next compared the structural and functional performance
of CF- and CFSE-μEHTs (Figure 5; Figure S5A and Videos S3
and S4, Supporting Information). Immunostaining for alpha-
actinin 2 revealed a higher sarcomere length in CFSE-μEHTs
compared to CF-μEHTs (Figure S5B, Supporting Information).
Spontaneous beating frequency was similar in both tissue con-
ditions (Figure 5A). Interestingly, although force of contraction
generated at tissue level remained unaltered in the presence of
ECs and SMCs (Figure 5B,C), the force normalized to the input
number of CMs from CFSE-μEHTs was significantly higher than
that of CF-μEHTs (Figure 5D). Strikingly, the fact that the num-
ber of CMs in CFSE-μEHTs is 16% lower than the number in
CF-μEHTs, emphasizes that the normalized force is a more re-
liable indicator of the tissue performance, since individual CMs
in the CFSE-μEHTs generate more force on average than those
in the CF condition. No significant differences were observed in
contraction and relaxation velocities between μEHT conditions
(Figure 5E,F). Contraction and relaxation times were higher in
CFSE-μEHTs (Figure S5C,D, Supporting Information). The in-
crease in contraction and relaxation times might be explained
by an increased contraction force, as the tissue needs to exert
more force to bend the pillars. However, comparing velocities
with times may not be straightforward, since velocities consider
the entire contraction and relaxation duration while times are cal-
culated at specific percentages (10 and 90%). Furthermore, the
additional cell types allowed CMs to better maintain synchro-
nized contraction transients in response to higher stimulation
frequencies (4 and 5 Hz), thus exhibiting a higher maximum cap-
ture rate (Figure 5G,H). This might suggest that the inclusion
of these cell types facilitates a rapid transmission of the electri-
cal signal through the tissue, indicative of a higher conductivity.
In agreement, post-rest potentiation (PRP), a measure of the ca-
pacity of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) in CMs to store, effi-
ciently release and subsequently replenish Ca2+, also showed a
significant force increase in the presence of ECs and SMCs (en-
hancement of force by 62 ± 7% in CFSE-μEHTs vs 15 ± 5% in
CF) (Figure 5I,J). Taken together, our results suggest that adding
multiple cell types in the μEHTs results in better functional
performance.

2.6. Presence of SMCs and ECs Improves Electrophysiologic
Aspects of μEHTs

Electrical properties of the tissues in CF or CFSE conditions
were also examined, with the membrane potential dye FluoVolt.
Representative traces and activation maps of normalized fluores-
cence intensity of one action potential (Figure 6A,B) revealed a
prolonged action potential duration at 90% of the repolarization
(APD90) in CFSE- μEHTs (Figure 6C), with no disruptions in the
electrical propagation throughout the tissue (Videos S5 and S6,
Supporting Information). Importantly, CFSE-μEHTs exhibited an
enhanced conduction velocity (Figure 6D). The observed upreg-
ulation of multiple connexins (GJA1, GJA5, and GJA4) in CFSE-
μEHTs (Figure 6E), along with the expression of Cx-43 through-
out the entire EC layer covering the cardiac tissue (Figure S3C,D,

Supporting Information), suggest the potential involvement of
ECs in augmenting the conduction velocity.

Next, we examined whether Ca2+ handling was enhanced
in CFSE-μEHTs. Ca2+ transients, as determined using a Ca2+-
sensitive dye during pacing, revealed that the time to peak
was comparable between both culture conditions. However,
CFSE-μEHTs exhibited a reduced time to 80% of decay, indicat-
ing accelerated relaxation kinetics in comparison to CF-μEHTs
(Figure 6F,G). These findings provide further support that the
presence of multiple cell types exerts a maturation effect on the
cardiac tissue.

2.7. Impact of Self-Organized Endothelial Cell Layer on
Cardiomyocyte Drug Response at a Functional Level

The endothelium serves as a critical regulator of molecular trans-
port to the cardiac muscle heart musculature, acting as a physical
barrier between the blood circulation and CMs.[54] We hypothe-
sized that, given the observed self-organization of the ECs in our
μEHTs, causing a reduction of the permeability to dextran (Figure
S3I,J, Supporting Information), functional responses to drugs
may be influenced by the presence or absence of the endothelial
layer. We found that both CF- and CFSE-μEHTs exhibited an ex-
pected dose-dependent positive and negative inotropic response
to isoproterenol and verapamil, respectively (Figure 7A,B). How-
ever, the magnitude of tissue response to each drug was dimin-
ished in CFSE- compared to CF-μEHTs, suggesting that the CMs
were most likely less exposed to the drug due to the presence of
the endothelial barrier. To further investigate the potential mod-
ulatory role of ECs in drug response, CF- and CFSE-μEHTs were
exposed for 24 h to a widely used clinically relevant cardiotoxic
drug, doxorubicin, followed by functional assessment over time
(Figure 7C,D). Interestingly, when the outer EC layer covered the
3D tissue, a delay in the force decrease was observed after treat-
ment (significantly different at 9 h for 5 μm and at 24 h for 1 μm).
Taken together, these findings indicate that the ECs may act as a
separating barrier between the medium and CMs, reducing CM
drug response at a functional level.

3. Discussion

In this study, we successfully developed a novel and user-friendly
HoC model by introducing microfluidic burst valves, allowing
for the formation and culture of μEHTs within fluidic chambers
under controlled flow conditions. The addition of microfluidic
burst valves in the chip design facilitated the confinement of the
cell-gel mixture within individual chambers, allowing us to sig-
nificantly decrease the size of the EHTs in a precise and repro-
ducible manner. Moreover, by using this chip, time of seeding is
reduced and no further tissue manipulation is needed. In con-
trast, conventional EHT culture systems require extensive fab-
rication and elaborate seeding procedures and/or involve an ex-
tra step of transfer of the newly made EHTs to another culture
well, which may compromise tissue integrity.[14,21,55] While sev-
eral EHT (pillar-based) platforms have demonstrated the feasibil-
ity of reducing the number of cells per tissue, required to reduce
production costs and facilitate upscaling,[21,56,57] to date, only two
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Figure 5. Addition of SMCs and ECs improves the functional properties of the μEHTs. A) Frequency of contraction in CF- and CFSE-μEHTs (n = 24–
35 tissues/condition, from 3 batches). B) Representative plot of force over time in CF- and CFSE-μEHTs. C) Contraction force CF- and CFSE-μEHTs
(n = 24–35 tissues/condition, from 3 batches). D) Contraction force normalized by the total number of seeded CMs in CF- and CFSE-μEHTs (n = 24–
35 tissues/condition, from 3 batches). E,F) Contraction (E) and relaxation (F) velocity in CF- and CFSE-μEHTs (n = 24–35 tissues/condition, from 3
batches). G) Representative trace of contraction forces in CF- (top) and CFSE- (bottom) μEHTs being paced with increasing stimulation frequency.
Note CF tissues stop following the pacing after 4 Hz. H) Maximum capture rate: Frequency of CF- (red) and CFSE- (black) μEHTs paced at increasing
stimulation frequencies. Two-way ANOVA (n = 16-18 tissues/condition, from 3 batches). I) Representative traces of post-rest potentiation (PRP) in CF-
(top) and CFSE- (bottom) μEHTs. Note first peak after high frequency pacing (>5 Hz). J) Post-rest potentiation (PRP) of CF- and CFSE- μEHTs depicting
the percentage of force increase after high intensity pacing (height of the first peak after high intensity pacing normalized to the first peak height)
(n = 13–22 tissues/condition, from 3 batches). All tissues were cultured under a rocking platform. B–E: tissues paced at 1.5 Hz during measurement.
Data analyzed with unpaired t-test and presented as means ± S.E.M. unless otherwise stated. Ns = not significant, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,****p < 0.0001.
See also Figure S5 (Supporting Information).
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Figure 6. Electrical performance in CF- and CFSE-μEHTs. A) Representative changes in the fluorescence intensity of the FluoVolt-AP indicator over time
in CF- (red) and CFSE- (black) μEHTs. B) Representative activation maps of CF- (top) and CFSE- (bottom) μEHTs. C) Action potential duration at 90%
(APD90) repolarization in CF- and CFSE-μEHTs stimulated at 2 Hz (unpaired t-test; n = 12 tissues/condition, from 3 batches). D) Conduction velocity
of CF- and CFSE-μEHTs stimulated at 2 Hz (unpaired t-test; n = 12 tissues/condition, from 3 batches). E) Expression values of connexin coding genes
in CF- and CFSE-μEHTs from bulk RNA sequencing. One-way ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc analysis (n = 3 batches). F,G) Calcium transient parameters
(Time to peak (F) and Decay time at 80% (G) of CF- and CFSE-μEHTs stimulated at 2 Hz (unpaired t-test; n = 20–25 tissues/condition, from 3 batches).
All tissues were cultured under a rocking platform. Data are presented as means ± SEM. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ****p < 0.0001.

microfluidic EHT (pillar-based) platforms have been described
(Table S1, Supporting Information).[58,59] Nevertheless, the het-
erotypic formation and comprehensive characterization of EHTs
under flow have not been previously described. Our work de-
scribes that the culture of μEHTs under dynamic flow conditions
results in a significant improvement in contractile performance,
highlighting the importance of incorporating flow in creating re-
alistic in vitro cardiac 3D models. Additionally, contractility read-
outs in our HoC can be easily extracted using software that we
have previously developed[17] to infer on CM’s performance. Also,
since the μEHTs in the HoC are always positioned at the same
height on the pillars because of the hanging configuration, vari-
ation in contraction readouts is greatly reduced. Importantly, the
critical assessment of contractile forces is unattainable in current
developmental-based organoid models due to their inability to
anchor to force transducers,[10,60] making 3D EHTs much better
models to mimic cardiomyopathies, such as heart failure. More-
over, the tissues are in close proximity to the glass slide, facilitat-
ing the integration of the functionality with live cell imaging to
evaluate calcium kinetics and electrophysiological parameters.

After conducting the initial characterization of μEHTs consist-
ing of CMs and FBs to optimize the μEHT culture conditions,
we identified a threshold at which increasing the number of cells
to the culture chamber size did not yield an increase of contrac-
tion force. As previously reported, tissue thickness can affect nu-
trient and oxygen diffusion through the tissue,[61] however, this

may not be the only contributing factor to the decrease in func-
tional performance of larger tissues. Instead, we found an inverse
relationship between the resting tension on the pillars and the
number of cells forming the tissue. Resting tension is defined
as diastolic preload exerted by the pillars on the tissue. Since in
our HoC model, preload is not dependent on varying pillar dis-
tances, changes in the resting tension could be explained by the
cell number. When the number of cells of formed μEHTs are too
low, tissues cannot sustain the tension over multiple days and
therefore break. In contrast, a low tension, as seen in the highest
cell number condition, did not result in an anisotropic alignment
of the cells, but instead the CMs displayed a spherical-like mor-
phology, which consequently led to lower generated resting and
contraction forces. Therefore, the effect of an intermediate num-
ber of cells per tissue most likely provided more space to the CMs
to spread through the tissue’s matrix, resulting in better CM or-
ganization and stretching. This most likely increased the resting
tension and consequently, the contraction force. This is in accor-
dance with studies showing that higher isotropy induces lower
contraction forces[62] and that an increase of preload (variation of
stretch) up to a certain degree, enhances contraction force, mea-
sured under isometric conditions.[63] Our findings highlight the
importance of titrating the number of cells for optimal cardiac
anisotropy and force generation.

While external factors such as flow and tension (preload) play
a significant role in the performance of the cardiac tissue, the
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Figure 7. Functional performance to drugs is influenced by addition of cell types in CFSE-μEHTs. A) Contraction force increase in response to increas-
ing doses (0 to 1 μm) of isoproterenol administration normalized to initial force in CF- and CFSE-μEHTs (n = 12 tissues/condition, from 3 batches).
B) Contraction force in response to increasing concentrations of verapamil (0 to 1 μm) normalized to initial force in CF- and CFSE-μEHTs (n = 9 tis-
sues/condition, from 3 batches). Asterisk in A,B indicate significant difference between CF and CFSE treated at the indicated drug concentration. C,D)
Normalized contraction force in CF- and CFSE-μEHTs treated with doxorubicin (DOXO) (C, 5 μm for 24 h or D, 1 μm for 48 h). Asterisks indicate signifi-
cant difference between CF and CFSE treated with DOXO (n = 12 tissues/condition, from 3 batches). All tissues were cultured under a rocking platform.
Tissues paced at 2 Hz during measurement. Data analyzed with Two-way ANOVA and presented as means ± SEM. ns = not significant, *p < 0.05,
**p < 0.01.

cellular composition is equally crucial for accurately replicating
the in vivo environment of the heart. Therefore, we believe that
incorporating multiple factors together provides the best oppor-
tunities to create the most representative in vitro models. Due
to the essential role of ECs in maintaining heart’s homeostasis
and supplying CMs with free fatty acids,[26,41] and the evidence
that EC signaling improves CM maturation (Table S2, Support-
ing Information),[4,64] we introduced hiPSC-derived ECs, in com-
bination with hESC-derived cardiac SMCs, to the existing hESC-
CMs and human adult cardiac FBs in our μEHTs. However, one
of the main challenges is to culture and maintain cells in a com-
mon medium that is suitable for all cell types.[65,66] We have pre-
viously established a serum-free cardiomyocyte medium to avoid
serum-induced effects on cell morphology, signaling, batch-to-
batch variability, and altered drug responses, while enhancing
CM performance.[16,48] Here we have successfully adjusted this
serum-free medium by adding factors that were also favorable
for FB and EC cultures.

In line with previous work, the addition of multiple cell types
in our μEHTs improved the overall tissue performance (Table
S2, Supporting Information). We extensively characterized the
effect of the EC and SMC addition in the μEHTs by perform-
ing transcriptomic, morphological, and functional analyses. We
demonstrate that structurally, culturing with ECs and SMCs re-
sulted in an improved sarcomeric length, similar effects observed
in other studies (Table S2, Supporting Information).[4,67,68] Func-
tionally, the benefit of an heterotypic composition was reflected
by an enhanced contraction force, post-rest potentiation, and

maximum capture rate, as well as by an improved electrophys-
iology (increased conduction velocity and longer APD90) and
calcium relaxation kinetics (shortened calcium time to decay).
Some of these individual enhancements align with previously re-
ported studies (Table S2, Supporting Information).[4,43,49,64,67–74]

However, it is important to note that most of these studies have
been performed in other culture systems, such as spheroids or
cell sheets, which facilitate the evaluation of electrophysiologi-
cal parameters but lack the mechanical load and quantification
of contraction forces. On the other hand, previous studies utiliz-
ing EHTs to evaluate the impact of EC addition have predomi-
nantly focused solely on contraction force readouts. Therefore, a
significant advantage of our study lies in the comprehensive char-
acterization of the effect of heterotypic cell composition on the
μEHTs through comprehensive molecular, histological, and func-
tional analyses. On a gene expression level, we observed an en-
hanced expression of genes encoding for ECM proteins, reported
to play a role in CM maturation,[64] and cAMP, which has been
shown to play a role in CM maturation and assembly of Cx-43
gap junctions.[4] The expression of nitric oxide synthase (NOS3),
genes associated with cAMP signaling (ADCY4, ADCY5, and
GUCY1A2), and various genes encoding for gap junctions was
higher in CFSE-μEHTs, which supports the notion that ECs reg-
ulate CM contractility by releasing nitric oxide and prostacyclin,
thereby influencing the myocardial cAMP/cGMP ratio.[38,41] Con-
versely, expression levels of calcium-related genes, such as RYR2
and CACNA1C, and genes encoding for sarcomeric proteins did
not change. Further characterization through single-cell RNA se-
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quencing would be beneficial to distinguish the effect of EC and
SMC addition on gene expression within each cell type, since dif-
ferences in CM number between both μEHT conditions might
currently obscure these effects.

Notably, through careful adjustment of the CMs to non-CMs
ratio, we observed that ECs exhibited a robust self-organization
process, forming a dense layer surrounding the cardiac tissue un-
der flow conditions. This spontaneous organization was observed
consistently across various batches of EC differentiation and dif-
ferent hiPSC-EC lines. This engineered-based self-organization
in 3D cardiac tissues differs from endocardial, myocardial,
and epicardial layers in spherical cardioid-like cultures[9] or 3D
spheroid-like bioprinted structures,[75] where there is limited
control over the identity, developmental stage and distribution
of cells in the tissue. In addition, it has been demonstrated that
flow can induce polarization of ECs, resulting in the formation of
a single cell layer with the apical side exposed to the blood flow.[76]

Hence, the introduction of flow in our HoC model may have trig-
gered ECs to organize in the outer layer of the μEHTs that directly
interfaces with perfused flow, which suggests the importance of
flow for cellular self-assembly in 3D tissues.

Next to the maturation-inducing effects exerted by non-CMs
to CMs, the endothelial layer in vivo plays a pivotal role as a bar-
rier for nutrient and drug transport to the adjacent CMs within
the heart.[77,78] Direct interaction of CMs and ECs is particularly
important for the uptake of fatty acids, which account for over
60% of the energy source in adult cardiomyocytes.[79] CMs them-
selves are incapable of adequately capturing free fatty acids from
the medium or blood due to the absence or lower expression of
key fatty acid transporting proteins such as GPIHBP1[27,28] and
CD36, which are mainly expressed by ECs that separate the car-
diomyocytes from the blood.[26] Direct interaction of CMs and
ECs promotes LPL transport from the CMs to the interstitial
space, from where its translocated to the capillary lumen of the
ECs.[80] Therefore, the lack of interaction between ECs and CMs
is considered a major factor contributing to the metabolic im-
maturity of hPSC-CMs. In this study we demonstrate for the
first time the formation of a polarized, self-organized heterotypic
EHT, exhibiting enhanced expression of genes associated with
fatty acid uptake. The formation of an endothelial outer layer for-
mation may offer the advantage of establishing a CM-EC inter-
face without physical impeding the contraction of the CM tissue.
Current EHT or HoC models that include ECs, either disrupt CM
continuity through a vascular bed without perfusion,[49,81] which
was recently shown to reduce contractile performance,[42] or are
organized in perfusable channels, separated by a membrane that
prevents direct EC-CM contact.[35] Hence, our presented model
provides a more physiological relevant EC-CM interphase com-
pared to what has been previously described.

An important advantage of the self-organized CFSE-μEHTs in
the microfluidic device is that it enables studying drug responses
under flow conditions in the presence of an outer layer of ECs that
are wrapped around the CMs, more accurately recapitulating the
uptake of drugs via ECs toward CMs, as it occurs in vivo. Inter-
estingly, we observed a delayed functional response to inotropic
modulators and the cardiotoxic drug doxorubicin in μEHTs with
an outer EC layer. While further research is needed to fully eluci-
date the precise mechanism behind this effect, our findings sug-
gest a potential role of the EC layer in modulating drug responses.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we successfully developed an innovative HoC
model that enables for the first time the polarized formation
of 3D heterotypic human cardiac tissues under flow conditions,
composed of four key cardiac cell types, and their functional
assessment. This yielded significant improvements in contrac-
tion force and electrophysiological parameters of the engineered
3D cardiac tissues. Importantly, it also enabled the formation
of a distinct endothelial outer layer, establishing an active EC-
CM crosstalk that contributed to enhanced cardiac tissue perfor-
mance, shielding the cardiac tissue from fluid shear and acting as
a barrier to compound uptake, evident in the delayed responses
to pharmacological agents. This model represents a significant
advancement in the field of in vitro cardiac models, laying the
foundation for the development of more representative and per-
sonalized cardiac disease models in the future.

5. Experimental Section
HPSC Culture: The experiments were performed using the human

embryonic stem cell (hESC) lines NKX2.5EGFP/+-COUP-TFIImCherry/+[82]

and NKX2.5EGFP/+-ACTN2−mRubyII/+[83] and the human induced pluripo-
tent stem cell (hiPSC) lines LU54 (LUMC0054iCTRL#2) and WTC-11 (WT
GM25256*G0002 or mEGFP-TJP1 tagged, AICS-0023). HiPSCs and hESCs
were maintained as undifferentiated colonies in Essential 8 medium
(Thermo Fisher, A1517001) on vitronectin (Thermo Fisher, A31804)-
coated 6-well plates (Greiner Bio-One, 657 160). HiPSCs were passaged
with 0.5X Revitacell (Thermo Fisher, A2644501).

Differentiation of hPSCs to CMs: Differentiation of hESCs to CMs was
performed as previously described.[48] Briefly, one day before starting the
differentiation, hESCs were seeded at a density of 20–25 × 103 cells per
cm2 on Matrigel (83 μg protein mL−1) (Corning, 354 230)-coated 6-well
plates in Essential 8 medium. After 24 h (day 0), mesodermal differen-
tiation was induced by addition of Activin-A (20 – 30 ng mL−1, Miltenyi
130–115-010), BMP4 (20 – 30 ng mL−1, R&D systems 314-BP/CF) and
WNT activator CHIR99021 (1.5 – 2.25 μmol L−1, Axon Medchem 1386)
in BPEL medium.[84] At day 3, BPEL containing WNT inhibitor XAV939
(5 μmol L−1, R&D Systems 3748) was used to refresh cells. On days 7
and 10, cells were refreshed with plain BPEL. Beating CMs at day 13 were
metabolically selected with a lactate purification step of 4 days. Lactate
purification medium consisted of the previously described cardiomyocyte
medium[48] without glucose and with an additional 5 mm of sodium DL-
lactate solution (60%, Sigma Aldrich, L4263). At day 17, purified CMs
were kept for three more days in cardiomyocyte medium consisting of
the above described lactate purification medium with additional 4.5 mm
of D(+)-Glucose (Millipore, 1 083 371 000). Afterward, cells were disso-
ciated with Triple 10X (ThermoFisher, A1217702) and cryopreserved in
freezing medium comprising 50% Knockout serum replacement (KOSR)
(ThermoFisher, 10 828 028), 40% cardiomyocyte medium, 10% DMSO
(Sigma-Aldrich, D2650), and 0.5% RevitaCell. Cells with at least 90% of
green fluorescent protein signal (GFP, representing NKX2.5-positive car-
diomyocytes) were used for downstream applications (Figure S1A,B, Sup-
porting Information).

Differentiation of hPSCs into Cardiac Smooth Muscle Cells:
NKX2.5EGFP/+-ACTN2-mRubyII/+ hESC were differentiated to cardiac
smooth muscle cells (SMCs) with an adapted protocol from[85] (Figure
S2, Supporting Information). One day prior the start of the differentiation,
hPSC were seeded at a density of 20 × 103 cells per cm2 on Matrigel
(83 μg protein mL−1)-coated 6-well plates in Essential 8 medium. After
24 h (day 0; D0), mesodermal differentiation was induced by the addition
of Activin-A (20 ng mL−1), BMP4 (20 ng mL−1), and WNT activator
CHIR99021 (1.5 μm) in BPEL medium. At day 3 (D3) and day 6 (D6)
cells were refreshed with BPEL containing all-trans retinoic acid (RA,
Sigma Aldrich, R2625) (1 μm) and BMP4 (30 ng mL−1) to induce cardiac
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specification to the epicardial lineage. On day 9 (D9), pro-epicardial cells
were passaged to fibronectin (2 μg mL−1) (Sigma, F1141)-coated T175
flasks at a density of 26 × 103 cells per cm2 in BPEL medium containing
TGF𝛽 inhibitor SB431542 (Tocris Bioscience, 1614/10) (10 μm). Induction
toward smooth muscle cells was induced by refreshing the medium
to BPEL plus TGF𝛽1 (PeproTech, 100–21) (5 ng mL−1) and bFGF-2
(Miltenyi Biotec, 130-093-564) (10 ng mL−1) on day 10 (D10) and day 12
(D12). Afterward, cells were maintained in full SmGM-2 medium (Lonza,
CC-3182) until day 20, when they were cryopreserved at passage number
1 in CryoStor CS10 (StemCell Technologies, 0 7930). For characterization
studies, SMCs were thawed and seeded in fibronectin (2 μg mL−1)
-coated 6 or 96 wells plates and maintained in SmGM-2 medium until
cells reached 80% confluency (Figure S2A, Supporting Information).

Differentiation of Endothelial Cells: LUMC0054iCTRL#2 hiPSCs were
differentiated to ECs as described previously [5] with minor modifications.
Briefly, mesoderm induction was initiated at day 0 by refreshing with
BPEL medium supplemented with CHIR99021 (8 μm). At day 3, 6, and
9 cells were refreshed with vascular specification medium consisting of
VEGF (50 ng mL−1) (Miltenyi Biotec, 130-109-384) and SB431542 (10 μm)
in BPEL. HiPSC-ECs were isolated on day 10 using CD31-Dynabeads
(Thermo Fisher Scientific), as previously described.[5] Afterward, isolated
hiPSC-ECs were expanded for 3–4 days in Human Endothelial-serum free
medium (EC-SFM) (Thermo Fisher, 11 111 044) supplemented with 1%
human platelet-poor serum (Biomedical Technologies, BT-214), VEGF
(30 ng mL−1) and bFGF-2 (20 ng mL−1) (Miltenyi Biotec, 130-093-564)
and cryopreserved at passage number 1 in CryoStor CS10.

Cardiac Fibroblast Expansion: Human adult cardiac fibroblasts (FBs)
were purchased from Promocell (C-12375) and expanded according to
their protocol.[86] Briefly, a T175 cell culture flask (Greiner) was incubated
(at 37 °C and 5% CO2) with 12 mL of FGM-3 (Promocell, C-23130) for
30 min. After thawing at 37 °C, the cells were transferred from the cryovial
to a cell culture flask containing the FGM-3 with an additional 18 mL of
FGM-3. Whenever the cells reached a 70–90% confluency in the flask, the
cells were passaged; this process was repeated until reaching 11 passages.
Then, FBs were frozen at a final concentration of 150 × 103 cells 0.5 mL−1

in freezing medium. The freezing medium consists of 50% KOSR, 40%
FGM-3, 10% DMSO, and 0.5% Revitacell.

Design and Fabrication of the HoC: A design for the positive mold of the
HoC was made using SolidWorks (Dassault Systèmes). Consecutively, this
design was produced using a Computer Numerical Control (CNC) micro-
milling machine (Datron Neo, Datron AG) from a polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA) block. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Sylgard 184 Silicone elas-
tomer kit, Dow corning, USA) was cast onto the positive mold and cured
in an oven at 65 °C for >4 h. After curing, the PDMS was removed from the
mold, in- and outlets were punched using a 1 mm biopsy punch (Robbins
Instruments, USA) and the individual chips were cut out. Each chip was
exposed to air plasma (50 W) for 40 s (Cute, Femto Science, South Ko-
rea) and bonded onto a glass PDMS spin-coated glass slide (1 mL PDMS,
1,500 rpm, 30 s, 1000 rpm s−1 (Spin150, Polos, The Netherlands)).

Particle Quantification: To assess the intra-chip variability, chips were
loaded with cardiomyocyte medium loaded with 1:25 10 μm beads (Poly-
sciences, 17 136) and placed in the incubator at 37 °C, 5% CO2 for 10 min.
After that, each chamber of the chip was imaged. Beads per chamber were
quantified using particle analyzer from Fiji Software, Image J.

Generation and Culture of Micro-EHTs: HoCs were coated with 1%
Pluronic F-127 (P2443-250G, Sigma) in DPBS for 20 min at room tem-
perature (RT), after which, they were dried using an aspiration system.

Preparation of Cell Suspensions for Seeding Density Optimization Ex-
periments: hPSC-CMs and FBs were thawed, centrifuged at 240 g for
3 min, resuspended in cardiomyocyte medium supplemented with bFGF-
2 (5 ng mL−1) and counted. Afterward, CM and FB cell suspensions
were mixed in a ratio of 90:10 with the different seeding concentrations:
5.6 × 103, 11.2 × 103, and 22,3 × 103 cells μL−1. The resulting cells per tis-
sue were: 25 × 103, 50 × 103, and 100 × 103, respectively. The HoC model
was further characterized using the 11.2 × 103 cells μL−1 seeding density
(50 × 103 cells per tissue).

Preparation of Cell Suspension for CFSE Cell Ratio Optimization Experi-
ments: For CFSE-μEHTs, three to four days prior the seeding, hiPSC-ECs

(P1) were thawed and cultured on 1% gelatin-coated plates in EC-SFM
plus 1% Human platelet poor serum, VEGF (30 ng mL−1) and bFGF-2
(20 ng mL−1) and refreshed two days after thawing. Afterward, cells were
dissociated with TryplE 1X (Thermo Fisher, 12 563 029) for 3 min at 37 °C,
5% CO2, centrifuged for 3 min at 300 g, resuspended in cardiomyocyte
medium supplemented with VEGF (50 ng mL−1) and bFGF-2 (5 ng mL−1)
(hereafter called full cardiomyocyte medium) and counted. CMs, FBs, and
SMCs were thawed, centrifuged at 240 g for 3 min, resuspended in full
cardiomyocyte medium, and counted. Then, CM, FB, SMC, EC (CFSE) cell
suspensions were mixed in four different ratios (Table 1): 1) 25:19:9:47,
2) 50:12:6:32, 3) 60:10:5:25, or 4) 70:7:4:19 (referred to as 25/75, 50/50,
60/40, or 70/30 (cardiomyocyte to non-cardiomyocyte, CM:nCM, respec-
tively) in a final concentration of 13.2 × 103 cells μL−1 (59 × 103 cells per
tissue). To compare the effect of EC and SMC addition on the tissues, CF-
μEHTs, consisting of CMs and FBs in a 90:10 ratio were mixed to a concen-
tration of 10.5 × 103 cells μL−1 (47 × 103 cells per tissue) and compared
to CFSE-μEHTs generated with the 60:40 ratio (CM:nCM).

Cell Seeding into the Chip: For each condition, the appropriate num-
ber of cells were pooled and centrifuged. Per HoC, 60 μL of gel-cell mix-
ture was made by mixing 10% of Fibrinogen (2 mg mL−1 final concen-
tration, Sigma-Aldrich F8630), 10% Matrigel (1 mg mL−1 final concen-
tration), 1% aprotinin (final concentration 2.5 μg mL−1, Sigma-Aldrich,
A1153), and 80% of cells. Right before seeding, 0.3% thrombin (Sigma,
T7513) was added to the gel-cell mixture. Immediately after adding the
thrombin, the mixture was mixed and seeded into the chip by pipetting
it into the top channel, after which the chambers filled until the bottom
resistance (Video S1, Supporting Information). Subsequently, the mixture
was removed from the top channel while the top resistance ensured that
the gel-cell mixture remained in the chambers. The gel was polymerized
in the chambers for 10 min at RT. The appropriate culture medium was
added by placing two pipettes with 45 μL in one side and two with 190 μL
in the other. μEHTs were maintained at 37 °C and 5% CO2. 24 h after seed-
ing, medium was refreshed. For CF- and CFSE comparison experiments,
additional DAPT (StemCell Technologies, #72 082) (10 μm) was added to
the medium on day 1 for 24 h. Unless stated, μEHTs were maintained at
37 °C and 5% CO2 either in a rocker platform and refreshed every two days
or in a Harvard pump with a flow rate of 75 μL h−1. Rocking platform was
preferred over the pump due to the easiness of handling and upscaling
possibilities.

Force Measurement: Force of contraction was measured on days 6,
10, and 15 or only on day 10 after tissue formation. Briefly, bright field
movies were recorded using a Nikon ECLIPSE Ti2 inverted microscope
(RRID:SCR_02 1068) under temperature and humidity control (37 °C and
5% CO2), using a high-speed camera at 100 frames per second (fps) with
3x magnification. Two platinum electrodes (Advent Research Materials)
were placed in two diagonal inlets of the chip to electrically stimulate
the μEHTs using a custom-made pacing device at 1.5 Hz (10 ms bipha-
sic pulses, 3 V cm−1) for 20 s. High-frequency response was assessed by
recording tissue contraction from 2 to 5 Hz (0.5 Hz increase every 20 s).
At 5 Hz, stimulation was kept for 1 min and turned off to measure the
post-rest potentiation (PRP) of the force (values expressed in percentage
of the first peak height).

Responses to drugs were assessed at day 10. First, contraction force
of the tissues was measured. Second, medium from the top and bottom
channel of the chip was removed and pre-warmed control medium (0 μm)
was added, incubated for 10 min under temperature and humidity control
(37 °C and 5% CO2) and tissues were measured again. Then, for a pos-
itive inotropic response, isoproterenol (Sigma, I5627) was administrated
at 0.01, 0.1, and 1 μm in the same manner as described above, and after
10 min of incubation, force of contraction was measured. Similarly, neg-
ative inotropic effects were determined with 0.5 and 1 μm of verapamil
(Sigma, V4629). Gain or loss of force was assessed with respect to con-
trol condition (0 μm) in each case. For doxorubicin (Sigma-Aldrich, D1515)
treatment, tissues’ force of contraction was measured and the tissues were
refreshed with 1 or 5 μm of the drug or DMSO. Force was evaluated over
the course of 24–48 h. Unless stated, all contraction force measurements
after drug exposure were performed with electrical stimulation at 2 Hz
(10 ms biphasic pulses, 3 V cm−1) for 20 s.
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Force kinetics analysis was quantified by tracking and measuring the
displacement of the pillars over time using a custom-made python-based
software, adjusted from the previous work.[17] The contraction force of the
μEHTs was assessed using the elastic beam bending Equation (1).[87]

F = 3𝜋ER4

2a2 (3L − a)
𝛿 (1)

Where F is the μEHT contraction force; E, R, L represent Young’s modulus,
radius, and length of the PDMS pillar: a is the height of the tissue on the
pillars from the base and 𝛿 is the measured distance between pillars.

In addition to force kinetics, the custom-made python-based software
also calculates the resting tension, which was the force generated on the
pillars by the tissue during its formation. This resting tension was calcu-
lated as the change in distance between the pillars with and without μEHTs.

Electrophysiology Characterization with Voltage-Sensitive Dye: Estima-
tion of the action potential kinetics (APD90) and the conduction veloc-
ity was carried out by membrane potential staining of the μEHTs with
the FluoVolt membrane potential kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat no.
F10488) according to manufacturer’s instructions with minor modifica-
tions. Briefly, a fresh aliquot of FluoVolt Loading solution was prepared
by mixing PowerLoad Concentrate (component B, 1:100) and FluoVolt dye
(Component A, 1:1000) in HBSS (Gibco, 14 025 092). Medium was com-
pletely removed from the tissues, washed first with HBSS, and then incu-
bated with the FluoVolt Loading solution for 1 h at 37 °C. Thereafter, tis-
sues were washed twice with pre-warmed HBSS, stimulated at 2 Hz, and
imaged in a Nikon ECLIPSE Ti2 fluorescent microscope under tempera-
ture and humidity control (37 °C and 5% CO2) according to manufacturer
instructions. Videos were analyzed with BV Workbench, Brainvision Inc.

Calcium Analysis: Tissues were loaded with Fluo-8 AM (Abcam,
AB142773)(4 μm) dye in HBSS buffer for 1 h at 37 °C. Afterward, tis-
sues were washed once with pre-warmed HBSS and left in cardiomyocyte
medium for 30 min at 37 °C before recording. For recordings, μEHTs were
stimulated at 2 Hz and imaged in a Nikon ECLIPSE Ti2 fluorescent mi-
croscope under temperature and humidity control (37 °C and 5% CO2).
Analysis was performed using a custom-made Matlab software.

Immunofluorescence Analysis: Whole-mount staining of μEHTs was
performed as described in.[16] Briefly, μEHTs were fixed after 10–15 days
of culture for 1 h at RT in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA), washed at RT with
0.3% Triton-X 100 (Sigma-Aldrich; 3 × 20 min), blocked for non-specific
binding with 3% BSA (Sigma-Aldrich, A9418), 0.3% Triton-X 100 (Sigma-
Aldrich, T8787)), and 0.1% Tween20 (Merck, P9416) in PBS overnight at
4 °C. Primary antibodies were added for 2 days at 4 °C. Then, tissues were
washed at RT with 0.3% Triton-X 100 (3 × 20 min), and secondary anti-
bodies and DAPI were added overnight at 4 °C and protected from light.
Next day, tissues were washed three times with PBS for 20 min each at RT.
All incubations were done on a shaker. Finally, μEHTs were mounted on a
microscope slide with a 0.25 mm spacer (SunJin Lab, IS216) for confocal
imaging with a Zeiss LSM 880 microscope.

To determine the success rate of EC cover formation in CFSE-μEHTs,
a total of 21 VE-cadherin stained tissues were first processed into a bi-
nary mask in Fiji Software (ImageJ) and classified according to three cate-
gories (full, half, or none coverage). Quantification of EC coverage in CFE-
and CFSE-μEHTs was performed on VE-cadherin intensity, calculated in Fiji
Software, ImageJ. Intensities of CFE-μEHTs were normalized to the those
of CFSE-μEHTs and per batch of μEHTs.

Calculation of sarcomere length was performed on images captured
by confocal microscope of alpha-actinin immunostaining using standard
analysis in Fiji Software, ImageJ. In short, one area from one picture repre-
senting a cardiomyocyte was selected and an intensity plot was obtained.
By measuring the distance between the intensity peaks, sarcomere length
from one cardiomyocyte could be extrapolated. This measurement was
performed in 40 areas per condition.

Permeability Assay: Permeability of the EC-layer was evaluated with
Dextran-40 kDa FITC (ThermoFisher Scientific, D1845). For that, CF and
CFSE-uEHTs were first stained with CD31-APC (1:10, ThermoFisher, 17-
0319-42) for 20 min at RT. After two washes with HBSS, tissues were
treated with blebbistatin (Sigma Aldich, B0560) (5 μm) for 30 min at 37 °C.

After two washes with HBSS, the HoC was mounted on the confocal
stage with the appropriate microfluidic setup to infuse the 1:1000 Dextran-
40 kDa. Confocal z-stack imaging was performed in each tissue at 0, 2, 10,
and 15 min after dextran infusion. The same area of the tissue was imaged.
Quantification of the permeability was assessed by measuring the fluores-
cence difference between timepoint 0 and the following timepoints, in the
orthogonal view of the tissue.

Gene Expression (Bulk-RNA Sequencing): RNA from 4 μEHTs per con-
dition in triplicate (3 CF and 3 CFSE) at day 10 after tissue formation was
isolated and purified using the Nucleo Spin RNA kit (Macherey-Nagel) ac-
cording to manufacturer’s instructions. RNA sequencing was performed
by GenomeScan (Leiden, the Netherlands). Quality and integrity of the
RNA were confirmed using a Fragment Analyzer (Agilent Technologies).
Library preparation was performed using the NEBNext Ultra II Directional
RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (New England Biolabs, E7760S/L). Af-
ter complementary DNA synthesis and polymerase chain reaction enrich-
ment, quality and yield was measured with the Fragment Analyzer and
confirmed the expected size distribution (average size range, 300–500
base pairs). Clustering and DNA sequencing (with 1.1 nm of DNA) was
performed with a NovaSeq6000 DNA sequencer (Illumina) according to
manufacturer’s protocols and using NovaSeq control software NCS v1.8.
Image analysis, base calling, and quality check was performed with the
Illumina data analysis pipeline RTA3.4.4 and Bcl2fastq (v2.20). Sequence
reads were trimmed and filtered on low-quality bases using fastp (v0.23.2).
Trimmed reads were mapped to the Homo sapiens reference genome
(GRCh38.p13) using STAR2 (v2.7.10) and read counts were determined
using HTSeq (v2.0.2). Differential gene expression was performed by ana-
lyzing read counts with the DESeq2 package (v2-1.36) in R (v4.2.0). Genes
with absolute log2 fold change > 1.0 (>2-fold absolute change) and FDR
corrected p <0.05 were considered differentially expressed and visualized
with pheatmap (v1.0.12) and EnhancedVolcano package (v1.14.0). Gene
ontology analysis was performed with package clusterProfiler (v4.4.4).
Log-scaled normalized counts were used to compare the gene expression
levels between samples.

Statistics: Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 8.
Statistical significances are indicated in each figure. One-way ANOVA, two-
way ANOVA, Student’s t test for paired or unpaired analysis were applied
accordingly to evaluate the differences in means between groups and/or
conditions. Results were displayed as mean ± SEM unless stated other-
wise and were considered significantly different with p values <0.05.
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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